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NEW

A SUBLIME
COLLECTION OF
ULTRA-REALISTIC
OAK AND WOOD
PLANK DESIGNS
Welcome to our new Master Craftsman Series of glorious
authentic wood designs. A collection of premium hand-crafted
wood patterns with ultra-realistic surface textures that have
to be seen to be believed! With a choice of rustic planks and
and eye-catching parquet designs, there really is something for
everyone and every interior.

Mark Findlay
Founder

Cover: Natural Plank, Hickory
Above: Natural Oak, English Oak
Right: Natural Oak, Aged Oak
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THE
COLLECTION

8 colours
available
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A palette of contemporary shades, from warming mid-oaks and Scandinavian
pines, to the elegance of parquet in classic oak. And feel the incredible
‘natural wood textured’ surface of the Natural Oak and Plank collections,
where the crafted top surface matches every detail of the pattern, re-creating
the exact sensation of the original material, in a practical, durable finish.
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NATURAL PLANK

A

C

A beautiful collection of crafted wood plank designs, combining abundant character with
perfect practicality. Choose from an array of mid-oaks and contemporary grey tones, or
evoke the sensation of a sun-drenched beach house with Cove to create a lighter, brighter
space. The incredible embossed ‘natural wood’ surface, combined with great practicality,
means it’s just a case of choosing your favourite shade!

A. Cove
B. Hickory
C. Highland with Chestnut Brown feature strip
Coppice

Highland

Tythe
B

Hickory

Marine
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Cove

Tawn

Cinder

NATURAL PLANK
18.42cm x 121.92cm x 2.5mm
Wear layer: 0.55mm
Bevelled edge: Yes
Surface: Authentic Emboss
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NATURAL OAK
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For countless centuries, oak has been the favoured material of the traditional master
craftsman. Our Natural Oak collection captures the finest detail of the craftsman’s art
with fine grain ‘real-wood texture’ and gorgeous bevel to enhance the plank, and all with
a resilient surface that’s perfectly suited for modern living.

A. Aged Oak
B. White Oak
C. English Oak
Aged Oak

English Oak
B

Spring Oak

White Oak
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Burgundy Oak

Smoked Oak

NATURAL OAK
22.86cm x 121.92cm x 2.5mm
Wear layer: 0.55mm
Bevelled edge: Yes
Surface: Authentic Emboss
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PARQUET OAK

A

C

Our elegant wood parquet design replicates the Natural Oak collection in miniature scale.
The six ‘mini-plank’ stave decors re-create the classic parquet patterns, from retro-inspired
chevrons to classical basket-weaves. Combine with full size Natural Oak planks to form
borders and decorative features.

A. Parquet White Oak
B. Parquet Smoked Oak
C. Parquet Spring Oak
Aged Oak

English Oak

Spring Oak

Burgundy Oak

White Oak
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Smoked Oak

PARQUET OAK
7.62cm x 22.86cm x 2.5mm
Wear layer: 0.55mm
Bevelled edge: Yes
Surface: Standard Emboss
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SELECTED WOODS

A

C

An eclectic mix of reclaimed pine and oak designs in a contemporary grey and mid-toned
palette. Recreating the fabulous looks of the original materials, these selected woods are
immensely practical too. Incredibly durable yet requiring none of the sanding, sealing or
waxing or real wood, and requiring relatively little maintenance, it’s the closest thing there
is to a ‘fit and forget’ floor!

A. Weathered
B. Blonde Oak
C. Honey Oak
Smokehouse

Honey Oak

French Oak

Driftwood

Blonde Oak

Mid Oak

Weathered
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Harvest Oak

SELECTED WOODS
18.29cm x 121.92cm x 2mm
Wear layer: 0.3mm
Bevelled edge: Yes
Surface: Standard Emboss
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FIND OUT MORE
Fitting your MSeries floor
A trained fitter will always produce the best results, so ask
your retailer about their expert fitting service. Detailed fitting
information and videos are available on our website. Always use the
recommended Harvey Maria adhesive.

Caring for your floor
The MSeries collection is designed for easy care. Regular sweeping
and mopping in line with the advice on our website will keep the
floor looking great for years to come. Don’t forget to order the
Harvey Maria FloorSpa floor care kit with your new floor!

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED
Plank Size & Pack Coverage

Are Harvey Maria floors suitable for bathrooms?

Plank size (cm)
(w) x (l)

Thickness Planks
(mm)
per pack

Warranty

Pack
coverage

Natural Plank

18.4 x 121.9

2.5

15

25

3.37m2

Natural Oak

22.9 x 121.9

2.5

12

25

3.34m2

Parquet Oak

7.6 x 22.9

2.5

60

25

1.05m2

All Harvey Maria floors are suitable for use with underfloor heating. Simply follow our installation
guidelines along with those of the heating system manufacturer, and don’t forget to choose high
temperature adhesive.

Selected Woods

18.3 x 121.9

2

15

20

3.34m2

How do I see a sample?

Are they compatible with underfloor heating?

ISO

Feature strips
Our design feature strips will add a touch of refinement and
designer sophistication to your floor. Use light or dark wood
strips to create the appearance of elegant veneer inlays with
your wood planks.

Chestnut Brown (3.4mm width, 25 metres per pack)
Light Oak (5mm width, 25 metres per pack)
Dark Oak (5mm width, 25 metres per pack)

A. Natural Oak, White Oak
B. Natural Oak, Spring Oak
C. Natural Plank, Highland
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Yes. Our floors are completely waterproof and slip resistant, so they are perfect for bathrooms.
The tiles butt up tightly together and the recommended adhesive creates a watertight bond.

Design

Visit your nearest MSeries retailer to see their full display and pick up a sample, or order via our
online sampling service. Samples are cut from larger planks and there can be variation in shade
across the plank, particularly for rustic patterns. Shade can also vary from batch to batch.

B

Are Harvey Maria floors guaranteed?
Yes, all Harvey Maria floors are supplied with a warranty of up to 25 years. Ask your retailer for
more information and check the full warranty terms and conditions on our website.

Harvey Maria
Authorised MSeries
Retailers

Health, well-being & sustainability?
As well as noise and cosiness benefits, MSeries is certified as exceeding the Eurofins Indoor Air
Quality Gold standard, making your indoor environment safer and healthier too. And its green
credentials means compliance with the building sustainability protocols, BREEAM and LEED.

Search our website for
details of your nearest
Harvey Maria Approved
MSeries Retailer showroom,
and ask about their supply
and expert fitting service.

Cleaning Harvey Maria floors needs little water and no harmful chemicals and our production
plant is certified to ISO-14001, meaning a neutral impact on the local environment too.
For any other help or information, please don’t hesitate to get in touch.
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I enjoy being a brochure, so please pass
me to a friend when you’re finished.
© Harvey Maria Ltd
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